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in them a feeling that it brings great joy and satisfaction
and that, though it is never easy, it becomes easier with
practice. It seems unintelligent to expect younger people
to struggle to acquire standards of conduct that bring no
pleasure to those whom they see practising them.
It was suggested that the characteristic sentiment of
the young child was bravery and McBougaH would explain
the growing fervent adherence of the adolescent to his
ideals as a manifestation of his self-regarding sentiment.
This sentiment also has its foundations deep in the
experiences of early childhood and we see its first mani-
festations in the rebellion of the over-disciplined child, the
resentment of another at being a cause of laughter, and so
on. Here are the first manifestations of a respect for the
self that at the time of adolescence is now consciously
realized and that makes it almost impossible to fall below
the standards of that inner self with whom one lives in
solitude.
What worthy conduct will be, depends entirely on our
ideals. I suppose the cat burglar loses his self-respect
when he bungles an easy drainpipe and feels he has fallen
from grace when he is caught by the police. Many of eis
seem to suffer far more shame for a slip in social conduct
than for the uncharitable remark we made quite un-
necessarily. Such standards of conduct throw a Eght on
social training. The cat burglar for some reason lias
grown up with false ideas of permissible methods of earning
a living—his ingenuity and bravery could, and should in a
civilized state, have had different outlets. But the maia
who suffers almost agonies of remorse because he spilt
some soup on his host's dining-table lives still is the pne-
adolescent stage of morality: goodness for him is wtmt bb
community approves, and his rewards and punisfemeiife—
why, alas 5 is it so often punishments ?—depend on what
others think of him and not on self-jiKlgeiBeat.
Tltat approval from tln^e we respect aacl ta^e is one of

